POWER UP

MAXIMIZING THE
C R O S S - M E D I A - M U LT I P L I E R E F F E C T
If consumers don’t commit to shopping
exclusively online or offline, why
should marketers? Research shows
that the majority of shopper marketers
(nearly 3 in 4) currently integrate online
and offline marketing strategies.1 Those
who don’t cite organizational barriers,
such as schedule coordination or
internal silos, suggesting lack of synergy
among departments may be to blame.2
Yet even when marketers do unify digital and analog
tactics, they can still fail to reap the full benefits of
an integrated campaign. The majority of marketers,
research suggests, do not assess how each element
of their marketing mix complements the others or
elevates the campaign as a whole to create a crossmedia-multiplier (CMM) effect.3 The CMM approach
The 2018 Brand Media Mix Research was conducted
by EnsembleIQ Research Solutions in March-April
2018. The 87 participants included professionals in
marketing or shopper marketing with responsibility
in the area of marketing budget spend.

is critical for reaching consumers where they are and
when they are most likely to act. Only by creating the
right combination and balance of channels that work
together in a multi-media strategy can marketers
deliver the kind of one-to-one personalization that
today’s consumers expect—or earn the ROI that truly
integrated marketing campaigns deliver.

Reported barriers to online/offline
marketing program integration
Structure related (net)		
83%
Planning			40%
Internal silos			37%
Variation in client needs		
13%
Communication			
3%
Investment related (net)		
23%
Time				10%
Money				10%
Knowledge			
7%
Security concern
		
3%
Other				 3%
Source: 2018 Brand Media Mix Research by EnsembleIQ
and Valassis Digital
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Let’s take a look at how you can step up your game
and support serious growth by leveraging the
cross-media-multiplier effect.

Online vs. offline:
It’s all about balance
Mastering the CMM effect starts with better understanding how marketers currently navigate the mix of
digital and traditional tools.
The marketing industry has seen a steady shift toward
digital for years. In 2017 digital marketing spend officially
surpassed TV ad spend, and the gap between online and
offline marketing will only grow larger: At the current
rate, digital spend will eclipse all offline media combined
by 2020.4 Marketers currently lean most heavily on social
media and email, but digital coupons are catching up.5

When forced to choose between
similar digital and offline tactics,
marketers predominantly choose
digital over offline, except for in-store
11%

Direct
mail

Email

Usage of offline marketing by
shopper marketers
95% In-store POP
79% Sampling
77% Print coupons
72% FSI/circulars

Print
coupon

17%

70% Events
60% Print ads
58% Sponsorships
53% TV

83%
FSI/
Circulars

22%
Digital ad

In-store
Digital/
Mobile
ad

54%

46%

Source: 2018 Brand Media Mix Research by EnsembleIQ
and Valassis Digital

Yet traditional approaches still hold a valuable place in
the marketing mix. Marketers report that they opt for
offline media when target and reach are paramount,
or when the core consumer skews older.6 Additionally,
many retailers make it easier for consumers to use
print rather than digital discount offers.
These qualities keep several proven tactics firmly
in the marketing toolkit. For example, free-standing
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Meanwhile, marketers—especially those in impulse
categories—say in-store signage can’t be beat when
it comes to that make-or-break moment at the shelf.
When asked which tactics they rely on most heavily
in-store, marketers cited analog approaches like
point-of-purchase materials, sampling, print coupons
and circulars over their digital counterparts.7

Digital coupon

89%

78%

inserts (FSI) win when it comes to delivering
circulation, reach and ROI, as well as acceptability
among retailers. Moreover, many consumers still
appreciate receiving marketing materials that they
can physically touch. This underscores the popularity
of print coupons and direct mail, with the latter
also winning points for accurate targeting and
purchase conversion.
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26% Out-of-home
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Source: 2018 Brand Media Mix Research by EnsembleIQ
and Valassis Digital

Clearly there’s a time, place and audience for every
type of marketing tactic. Optimizing the cross-mediamultiplier effect is not about replacing one method
with another, but leveraging a mix of online and offline
approaches that work together to achieve a whole
greater than the sum of its parts.

Data-powered personalization:
The key to CMM effect
Just as no single marketing tactic can effectively
power a marketing campaign, no single source of data
is enough to understand the consumer. To achieve the
CMM effect, marketers must fuse multiple data sourc-

es into a cohesive consumer narrative, encompassing
everything from basic demographic info to interests,
hobbies and social media usage, and then share that
story through a mix of online and offline touchpoints.

Top-ranked offline tactics for CMM among
marketers who measure for CMM effect
In-store POP		

35%

TV			22%
Print coupons		

19%

into relevant messages that connect in moments
that matter, and leveraging a range of marketing
tactics from the new—location-based ads, mobile
video—to the tried-and-true.
To achieve the trifecta of individualized, anticipatory
and consistent engagement, marketers need to
understand consumers’ hobbies and habits, their
go-to brands and their fun splurges. Marketers also
need to know how and with whom their consumers
communicate. What devices do they use? Which social
media platforms do they prefer? Who do they trust, and
who do they share with?

Events			8%
FSI/circulars		

5%

Sampling		 3%
Out-of-home		

3%

Direct mail		

3%

Sponsorships		

3%

Print ads		

0%

Source: 2018 Brand Media Mix Research by EnsembleIQ
and Valassis Digital

However, that mix will shift depending on the
consumer, as will the story itself. The circular-clipping
dad who never skips a free sample at the grocery
store will engage with a different message and a
different set of touchpoints than the Instagramaddicted teen. That’s where
personalization comes in.

What’s more, consumers’ lives change quickly. The
college student who loves Snapchat and Mexican
delivery may very well boomerang back to his parents’
house, start skipping burritos for Mom’s home cooking
and move on to the next big social trend within a few
months. Because his lifestyle evolves on a regular
basis, so must any marketing campaign that hopes to
reach him.
Personalization hinges on having dynamic, up-to-theminute data and the ability to pivot when that data
signals a new direction. That might mean shaking
up an old approach or even scrapping it entirely, but
the flexibility pays off in a big way. Insights from one
tactic can also be utilized to inform another tactic,
driving efficient and effective marketing with maximum ROI. One personal care
brand, for instance, used its
data insights from existing
products to find the right
stores for a new launch—
and the right consumers to
target with promotions.

Personalization hinges
on having dynamic,
up-to-the-minute data and
the ability to pivot when that
data signals a new direction.

Personalization has become
a big buzzword in marketing
for good reason: Seventyseven percent of consumers
say they will choose,
recommend or, better still,
pay a premium for brands
that deliver a personalized
experience.8 But with oneto-one engagement now
table stakes for any consumer/brand relationship,
marketers need to up the ante.

It’s no longer enough to simply insert the consumer’s
name into the greeting of a generic message. Real
personalization requires understanding the consumer
as an individual, and then using that knowledge
to identify what he or she wants before it’s even
requested. It also requires translating those insights

When executed effectively,
personalization can forge
stronger relationships
with consumers and retail
partners alike, as well as create significant sales
lift. For example, a national CPG company recently
enlisted the Valassis Digital store-level Sales
Impact Study to boost sales of cereal brands in key
grocery locations. The capability’s real-time sales
data enabled the manufacturer to create messaging
that reflected consumers’ actual preferences and
behaviors. Then, those messages were delivered
when, where and to whom they mattered most: Ads
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were concentrated to the brand’s target profile in key geographies
within a dynamic radius around select store locations. The
campaign generated a 5.7 percent sales lift on featured items—a
sizable shift in a saturated market—as well as a 1.2 percent boost
to brand halo post campaign. Moreover, the brand proved its
promotional mettle to retail partners.
Success like this is evidence that marketing works when meaningful
messages reach the right consumer at the right time. When you
see where your marketing is driving sales, you can turn it on and off
at a micro level and learn even more about your retail customer’s
shoppers. No single platform or channel can achieve this goal—it
takes a mix of tactics tailored to the unique wants, needs and
everyday behaviors of the target consumer to achieve the optimum
CMM effect.

Maximizing the CMM effect
The cross-media-multiplier effect offers marketers a can’t-miss
opportunity to maximize campaign impact and spur sales lift.
But achieving it takes work. Maximizing the CMM effect requires
best-in-class data and a commitment to understanding and
fulfilling consumers’ true wants and needs.
Additionally, marketers must shift from static, one-size-fits-all
targeting strategies to cross-channel approaches that reflect
the depth and complexity of their consumers’ lives, and execute
effectively at every step, from planning to activation to measurement.
When these pieces fall into place, the CMM effect generates
greater impact on every advertising dollar spent, a closer
connection with the consumer, and robust sales growth.

Notes:
1 Brand Media Mix Research,
EnsembleIQ and Valassis Digital, 2018
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
4 MAGNA
5 Brand Media Mix Research,
EnsembleIQ and Valassis Digital, 2018

6 Ibid.
7 Ibid.
8 Forrester, North American Consumer
Technographics Brand Compass
Survey, Q3 2015

Mosquito repellent brand
leverages CMM effect for
high-impact campaign
Concerns about the Zika virus, which is spread
through bites from infected mosquitoes,
reached a fever pitch in the fall of 2016. A large
U.S. manufacturer sought to increase awareness of its mosquito repellent brand and lift
sales in Zika-susceptible locations of a major
retail chain.
Recognizing that real-time sales data was essential, the manufacturer turned to the Valassis
Digital store-level Sales Impact Study. Valassis
Digital generated a digital campaign grounded
in up-to-the-minute weather events as well
as relevant consumer behaviors including past
purchase of insect repellent and interest in
outdoor activities, overlaid by key demographic
variables like age and income.
These insights helped hone the message as
well as the delivery, targeting consumers within
a dynamic radius of retail locations. All told,
the “Protect Yourself from the Zika Virus” digital
campaign resulted in significant incremental
sales on featured items, plus a brand halo
boost for an overall $6+ return on ad spend.

Reach your ideal consumers on their terms. Valassis Digital connects billions of consumer behaviors online
and offline, which improves your targeting. You’ll benefit from digital advertising options and expanded media
channels that activate consumers, giving you success you can measure.
See the difference at valassisdigital.com.
EnsembleIQ’s integrated suite of solutions-based, total-market resources gives you all the tools you need to achieve
a strategic market advantage, giving you the insights, positioning, focus, and access, along with a team of dedicated
strategic consultants to help you bring it all to life.
EnsembleIQ.com

The Path to Purchase Institute (P2PI) is a member-based community that champions shopper-centric thinking and helps
define the ongoing evolution of consumer marketing and the overall shopping experience.
p2pi.org
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